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We herewith report observations of transformations of molecular 
clusters from one form to another. Both freezing and solid-state 
transitions have been monitored. The clusters investigated were 
produced in a medium of carrier gas in supersonic flow through 
a miniature Laval nozzle. Structures of the 10-nm clusters 
generated were probed by electron diffraction at various intervals 
downstream with a time-of-flight resolution of approximately a 
microsecond. 

Of the more than four dozen substances so far examined in 
conventional studies,1"3 one-fifth have yielded molecular clusters 
exhibiting two or more structural forms (phases). Computer 
analyses of the nonequilibrium gas dynamics for such cases gave 
clues that the final form seen might not be the form initially 
nucleated.3 Therefore it seemed worthwhile to examine the time 
dependence of the diffraction patterns of clusters leaving the 
nozzle. 

One experimental feature that simplifies observations is the 
recently installed pulsed nozzle source.4 This source makes it 
possible to eliminate the skimmer which previously separated the 
nozzle chamber from the diffraction chamber. Dispensing with 
the skimmer not only avoids degradation of the supersonic jet but 
also makes it possible to observe the cluster beam 50 ps closer 
to the source. How soon the clusters can be examined after 
nucleation depends, of course, upon the nozzle geometry. In the 
present experiments, the time is about 40 /us with Ne carrier gas 
but could be much shorter. 

Preliminary results for the freezing of CCl4 are shown in Figure 
1. Other transformations observed include the freezing of 
1,1,1-trichloroethane and 2,2-dichloropropane and solid-state 
transitions of fer/-butyl chloride and selenium hexafluoride. 

It can be shown that clusters are comparatively warm during 
condensation but subsequently experience a precipitous temper
ature drop in the adiabatically expanding carrier gas.2 Cooling 
may be of the order of 100 0C in a few dozen microseconds. 
Fortunately, the temperature levels off markedly during the stage 
of flow under observation. This is shown by the appreciable lag 
of cluster velocities behind those of the molecules of carrier gas.5 

When the expansion becomes rarified, the cessation of momentum 
exchange with the carrier can be envisaged as if it occurred at 
a hypothetical "quitting surface".6 The position of this surface 
can be inferred from the velocity lag.7 Under representative 
conditions in the present work, it is appreciably inside the nozzle 
exit. By the time the clusters leave the nozzle, they have already 
attained their evaporative cooling temperature8,9 or have fallen 
below it if the subject mole fraction is low and the initial carrier 
pressure, high. Any further cooling, therefore, is comparatively 
slow. The warming of individual clusters undergoing a phase 
change does not influence other clusters. 

In the case of crystals whose lattice constants are known 
functions of temperature, it is possible to determine cluster tem-
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Figure 1. Time evolution of electron diffraction patterns of clusters of 
carbon tetrachloride nucleated in a supersonic jet with neon carrier. The 
upper five traces show the freezing of liquid clusters, supercooled by 
approximately 75 0C, at 5-MS intervals beginning 20 lis after clusters have 
left the nozzle (top curve). Initial pressure, 1.4 bar; subject mole fraction, 
0.125; nozzle throat diameter, 0.0115 cm. Lowest trace: pattern of a 
sample more completely frozen by a 3.4-fold increase in concentration 
of carrier gas. 

peratures directly from the diffraction patterns. Sizes can be 
estimated from the breadths of the diffraction rings. 

The present study is not the first electron diffraction investi
gation of the kinetics of phase change, nor are the microsecond 
times fast compared with those seen in the earlier (picosecond) 
observations of the melting of thin metal films by intense laser 
pulses.10 Neither is this study the first to observe phase transitions 
in clusters at various positions in a supersonic jet. An elegant study 
of high-pressure nitrogen jets by stimulated Raman loss spec
troscopy reported equilibrium freezing and solid-state transitions 
in clusters of N2 as they cooled." The present research does, 
however, offer the opportunity of observing spontaneous changes 
in greatly supercooled clusters, not changes induced by sudden 
and extreme external perturbations or by rapid equilibrium re
arrangements. What is measured corresponds to the rate of 
appearance of critical nuclei for transitions in substantially su
percooled clusters, not the rate of propagation of transitions across 
clusters. 

Several potentially interesting problems can be addressed by 
the present technique. One hypothesis that has proven useful in 
the past is the "step rule" or "law of successive reactions" for
mulated by Ostwald a century ago.12 It maintains that when a 
system passes from a less stable form, it does not pass directly 
into the most stable of the possible phases but, rather, into the 
next more stable and so, step by step, into the most stable. Ap
parent exceptions have been rationalized by supposing that the 
speed of some transformations makes intermediate phases 
unobservable. The current approach affords an enormously faster 
and more delicate technique for detecting intermediate trans
formations than has heretofore been available. 

Another application might be to apply the kinetic theory of 
phase changes of very small particles13"16 to observed rates of 
transition. From such an approach could be derived experimental 
values for the interfacial free energy per unit area between two 
condensed phases, one or both of which are solid. This subtle 
parameter of nucleation theory is extremely difficult to measure 
and far from trivial even to define theoretically. Yet it appears 
in another theory describing the effect of particle size on the 
temperature of phase transitions.17'18 Refinements of the present 
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technique may make it possible to measure such temperatures 
directly and thereby to test the consistency of both theories. 

Finally, the extreme importance of nucleation, itself, in a wide 
range of scientific and technological disciplines, makes it of special 
interest to develop and apply the new technique. It is now possible 
to investigate nucleation in systems particularly free from con
taminants and systems (especially in the case of solid-state 
transitions) that are virtually impossible to probe on such a time 
scale by other methods. 
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Free-radical reactions have become a popular subject in modern 
synthetic chemistry.1 High selectivity and a tolerance for many 
functional groups make radical reactions easier to carry out than 
ionic processes. Much elegant radical chemistry has been based 
on the weakness of the tin-hydrogen bond.1'2 

In the last six years, we have provided3 an alternative system 
for high-yielding reactions, based on acyl derivatives of thio-
hydroxamic acids. Acyl derivatives of iV-hydroxy-2-thiopyridone 
are especially suitable since the reactions are started by tungsten 
light within a wide temperature range. In addition, on a molar 
basis, the /V-hydroxy-2-thiopyridone is at least ten times cheaper 
than conventional tin reagents.4 

In this system, the primary source of radicals is the carboxyl 
function. It would be desirable to adapt the hydroxyl function 
to the same type of mechanism. There has, indeed, been much 
interest, especially by Fraser-Reid5 and Giese,1,6 for carbohydrate 
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radical chemistry, especially in making the carbon-carbon bond 
(for other important work, see refs 7 and 8). It seemed to us 
that the application of organic tellurium chemistry to carbohy
drates would permit the generation of a radical at any position 
where there was a hydroxyl group, and that this could be achieved 
on the basis of an N-hydroxy-2-thiopyridone derivative as light 
absorber and radical generator. We take advantage of the ex
ceptional nucleophilicity of the anisyl telluride anion and of the 
exceptional radicophilicity of tellurides in general and of anisyl 
tellurides in particular. 

The hydroxyl group is converted into a suitable leaving group 
such as mesylate, tosylate, etc. The anisyl telluride anion displaces 
the leaving group with inversion of configuration, to give an anisyl 
sugar telluride. Alternatively, an epoxide function can be opened. 

Advantage is then taken of facile radical exchange9 on tellu-
rium(II). However, a "trigger" reaction is needed (Scheme I). 
The acetyl derivative 1, on photolysis with tungsten light at room 
temperature, produces methyl radicals. The methyl radicals react 
with the telluride 2 to establish a relatively strong Me-Te bond 
with displacement of the carbohydrate radical 4 (weaker C-Te 
bond). Radical 4 is a degenerate radical,10 for by reaction with 
2 it regenerates itself. However, as is customary, it is more reactive 
toward the usual electrophilic olefins than toward the thiocarbonyl 
of 1. Hence radical 4 adds to olefin 5 to make a relatively 
electrophilic radical 6, which then reacts with the thiocarbonyl 
function of 1 to afford the product 7 and to re-form the methyl 
radical and start the cycle again. Methyl anisyl telluride 3 is the 
other product. 

The results summarized in Table I show that the yields are good. 
After oxidation of the thiopyridine residue in the adduct and the 
elimination to give trans olefin, a single stereoisomer was obtained 
in each case. 

The occurrence of stereoselective radical reactions with complex 
molecules can be ascribed to the anomeric effect, the /S-bond effect, 
and steric bulk effects.1,6 Other recent examples,11 as well as the 
work here described, show that very stereoslective radical chemistry 
can be achieved. 
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